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Emma Maayan-Fener, Ravit Linn, Yotam Tepper
and Guy Bar-Oz
The revealed and the hidden:
Ancient transfiguration and the work of art
at Shivta
This study presents a new documentation of the
ancient Transfiguration of Jesus drawn on the apsis
of the southern church in Shivta in the Negev Desert,
Israel. The painting reveals original parts of the
scene, despite its poor preservation and extremely
fragmentary condition. Jesus is shown with the
prophets Moses and Elias, who appear next to him,
and with three of his apostles, Peter, John and James
who are praying below. We used high resolution and
UV, and IR photographic equipment to document
the scene with high precision. This allowed us to
observe new details and to investigate the quality
of the painting and the technical ways in which
it was drawn. This information leads us to a better
understanding of the history and the artistic character
of the painting, allowing us safely to suggest that
the Transfiguration Scene from Shivta is among the
earliest representations of the event in the world
(end of 5th century CE – early 6th century CE). This
finding contributes to our understanding of ancient
Christian art in the Land of Israel.

Oded Zinger
‘I and you will enjoy each other’s company
until God decrees our death in the Land of
Israel’ – a new document from the Cairo
Geniza
This study publishes for the first time a 12th century
letter in which a certain Abū al-Fadl
. encourages his
maternal cousin in Egypt to strive to make a pilgrimage
to the Land of Israel and to visit its holy sites. Abū alFadl
. hoped not only that his cousin would perform

the pilgrimage and visit him, but apparently also that
she would marry him and together they would spend
the rest of their lives in the Land of Israel. The letter
is written in Judeo-Arabic and is reconstructed from
two Geniza fragments that have been joined together
through the ‘join suggestions’ feature of the Friedberg
Project. The study includes a full transcription and
translation of the letter, a discussion of its date and
place of composition, the holy sites mentioned and
the wider circles of activities surrounding pilgrimage:
family and marriage ties, and financial and legal
arrangements. The letter is especially interesting for
showing us pilgrimage to the Holy Land in the context
of a pious woman from Egypt, and for giving us a rare
glimpse of the correspondence between a couple that
apparently intended to be married.

Roni Beer-Marx
From autobiography to biography:
Eta Yelin as a case-study
Eta Yelin was one of the most fascinating female
figures at the turn of the twentieth century. Her liminal
position between old and new, between tradition and
progressivism, and between East and West; her Hebrew
writing, as reflected in her autobiography L’ze’etza’ay (to
my descendants), and her widespread public service,
especially as manager of the Ezrat Nashim hospital –
all marked her as a pioneering woman.
This image, however, is shattered when reading
her letters, which paint a picture of a narrow-minded,
uneducated woman, occupied with materialism and
domestic duties, who had no interest in intellectual
life or in creative pursuits.
This paper aims to examine and illuminate the gap
between the two personas – one which arose from the
autobiography written in her twilight days, and one
which emerges from the letters written as she lived
her life.
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Mooli Brog
Tel Hai guilt: The roots of trauma and myth
On 11 Adar 5680 (March 1, 1920), there was
skirmish at Tel Hai which ended tragically, and had
a traumatic impact upon many in the Yishuv. Most
historical studies of the event dealt with it as a part of
the Yishuv pioneers’ story – the story of the halutzim.
Others focused on the myth around it and its social
and cultural implications for Zionist society over the
generations.
For the first time, this paper proposes a psychological perspective on the reactions of the defenders
of the incident and the Yishuv leadership. Their
reactions shed light on the reasons for the trauma
they experienced and its tremendous impact on the
formation of the collective memory.
The lack of scholarly interest in the identity of the
defenders – their biography, social composition and
behaviour on that day at the Tel Hai courtyard, now
appears as a concession to an important factor that
allowed the adoption of the myth. The heroic image
invested in the lusterless and valor-lacking reality at
Tel Hai, and the demonstration of fear and shell shock
by some of the defenders made it difficult for them to
appear in public as heroes, and most of them chose
to be silent. This reaction on their part enabled the
casting of Trumpeldor as a combat hero, and helped
blur the lines separating myth from reality.

Elad Ben-Dror
The Arabs and the UN plans for the
internationalization of Jerusalem, 1947–1950
The internationalization of Jerusalem was a key
element of the 1947 Palestine Partition Plan. Given
the city’s sanctity for Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, it was thought preferable to place it under
an international regime that would allow freedom
of worship and free access to the holy sites. Even
after hostilities erupted and the Partition Plan
was scrapped, the UN continued to promote the
idea. The fighting left the city divided between
Israel and Jordan. Both countries made plain
their opposition to internationalization and their
preference for the status quo. But many countries
continued to favor internationalization, the Arab
states came around to supporting it in the summer

of 1948, and the General Assembly passed a new
internationalization resolution in December 1949.
The resolution confronted Israel and Jordan with a
tricky political situation and left them exposed to a
severe diplomatic offensive that lasted until 1951.
The coalition that emerged in support of the
internationalization resolution was rather surprising.
The core consisted of the Arab states (except for
Jordan), who were interested in ending Jordanian
control of the Haram esh-Sharif and in placing it under
the auspices of a Christian-dominated organization –
the UN. This paper highlights the rationale that
guided the Arabs to this position. The pinnacle of
the Arabs’ efforts was a direct appeal to the Pope
to intervene in the matter. It led Pius XII to publicly
state, for the first time, the Vatican’s position on the
matter and to call on countries that had previously
vacillated on the issue to support internalization
unequivocally. This appeal tipped the balance and
prodded many countries to come out in vigorous
support of internationalization. The article will
explore the unexpected position of the Arab countries
on the plan to internationalize Jerusalem from the
adoption of the Internationalization Resolution in
1947 to Resolution 303 in 1949.

Boaz Cohen
Holocaust survivors’ activism in the first
decades of the Israeli state: The case of
Dr. Meir (Mark) Dworzecki
Organizations and ad-hoc forums of Holocaust
survivors with an activist ‘survivor consciousness’
emerged within a few years of the establishment of the
State of Israel. These organizations were established by
an activist group of survivor leaders and intelligentsia
with a distinct survivor identity. They worked privately
and through survivor organizations to influence the
memory culture of the nascent Israeli society. The
paper will address the ‘survivor consciousness’ that
characterized this group and their actions in the public
sphere: the dispute over the reparations agreement
with Germany, the campaigns over the character of
Yad Vashem, the campaign to define the character of
Holocaust Memorial Day and others. These actions
will be described here through the person of Dr. Meir
(Mark) Dworzecki, a survivor activist, one of the first
Holocaust historians who established the first-ever
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Chair for Holocaust Studies in Bar Ilan University in
1959. Dworzecki was a central figure in many of the
above-mentioned projects and a focus on him gives a
face to the survivor activism described here.

Shmuel Bahat
‘To distinguish between the sacred and
the secular’: the design of the Western
Wall plaza after the Six Day War and its
significance
Shortly after the conquest of the Old City of Jerusalem
in the Six Day War in 1967, Israeli authorities began
to design the Western Wall plaza. Architect Yosef
Scheinberger, architectural advisor to Minister of
Religion Zerach Warhaftig, made a temporary plan
for the design of the plaza. Today, 50 years later, the

plaza still retains this design. According to this plan,
the large plaza which was created after the demolition
of the Mughrabi Quarter was divided into a prayer
area near the Wall and a visitors’ area to its west, on
the upper level.
The article examines the plan, its goals, the intense
controversy that it sparked and the wide-ranging
ramifications in the context of the struggle as to the
Western Wall’s significance as a religious site or as a
primarily national site with religious significance as
well, and the unique character attributed to it. The
article also presents the status of the upper level,
the plaza which was planned for visitors and which
maintains its role as the site for national ceremonies,
its designation according to Scheinberger’s plan
and the changes that occurred in its status over the
years as, gradually, more and more rules of religious
behavior were implemented.
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